
















More NECOBO  These notes add to those in 4/56-9, 5/85,
7/147, 24/714 & 26/778, and are mainly based on: a manual
for Set 5 & 6 models; a Price List from April 1953; manuals for
the Mechanisms sets; and some parts, probably most of a No.5
outfit (or more likely a No.4 and a No.4a), plus a few extras.

The 5-6 Manual  Its covers and possibly outside pages are
missing with 16, unnumbered, 240*167mm, remaining. The 5
No.5 models are from Locomotief to Sportwagen, and the 5 for
No.6  from  Havenkraan  (a  multi-jib  crane  on  a  gantry)  to
Vrachtboot, the Cargo Boat shown in OSN 4. All are attractive
models  and  a  parts  list  &  lengthy  building  instructions  are
provided (& needed) for each. Some of the photos of a rather
splendid No.5 Battledozer (Google translates the Dutch name
as Bulldozer Gun Carrier),  & a No.6 Fire Engine,  are shown
overleaf, together with a list of their parts.

The PARTS & SETS  Fig.6 gives the set contents of Sets 3-
6 taken from the last 2 pages of the Manual with the 'a' sets
omitted, and also the contents of Sets 0-2 taken from the last
manual described in OSN 4. Fig.7 lists all the other parts in the
system which were not used in Sets 0-6, taken from the 1961
Price List shown in OSN 4, and it also has the illustrations of
certain parts, taken from various sources. These may help to
identify some of the parts in Fig.6, but even then all may not
be clear and the following may help.  #11a, not known and
not used in the No.6 models. #12-21 Flat Girders. #22 A/B.
#58, 59, 60c Perf. Plates 5*15, 5*19, 9*11h. #86, 85, small
brass  Pulleys  with,  w/o  boss.  #91 Screwdriver.  #92,  92a
Bolts.  #92d Nut.  #92e Washer.  #94 Spring  Clip.  #140
Flanged Wheel – it can be seen as the steering wheel in the
Bulldozer. #174 Tension Spring, short enough to be used with
the Pawl with both mounted on a Face Plate. #187 Threaded
Coupling. #200 Sprocket Chain. #201-5 Sprockets. #210-2
Hinged Plates.  #215-7 Door  Hinges?  (a  NECOBO first?).  A
few of the parts are shown below.

To show how the system grew over the years the following
parts were listed in the first 0-3 manual in OSN 4: #1-73, 74a-
k (except 'j', which was never used), 80-84, 87-94 (92 & 93
were 6 & 15mm Bolts with Nuts). The parts included 10 Flat
Girders  (all  the MECCANO lengths)  but  in  the  next  manual
seen, a 0-4, none were listed. This remained the case until 4
sizes were reintroduced for Set 6 was introduced.

Sets 0-4 remained much the same throughout.  Set 0 for
instance lost 2x 1*5*1h DAS but gained a 5*9h Flanged Plate,
an extra Axle, 4 Washers, and 2 each of the Flat Bracket,
A/B, 3*9h Flexible Plate, Rubber Ring, N&B, & Spring Clip.
No.4 gained an Axle, a Coupling, 1 each of the brass Pulleys
#85 & 86, 8 Washers, 4 Nuts, and 2 each of the Flat
Bracket, A/B, Bolt, & Collar.

Very few sets, in fact only two, have been seen on
Ebay, Marktplaats, etc. The lid from one, a No.1A is
shown in Fig.2; and is the same design as the early manual
cover  in  OSN 4.  The second was also  in  a red box,  but
larger, and with a similar label of probably the same size.

All  that  is  known  of  the  smallest,  Junior,  set  is  the
manual cover shown in Fig.3. The Crane is similar to the

one  on  the  later
manual  cover  in
OSN  4  but  not
identical. The man-
ual  was  said  to
contain  16  pages.
At  some point  the
Junior set was dis-
continued – it was
not included in the
Bé & Bé Price List
mentioned  in  OSN
4.  Said  List  would
have  been  later
than the 1961 List because the latter did include the Junior as
well as all the parts in the Bé & Bé List.

The 1953 PRICE LIST  The same Sets were listed as in
the 1961 List described in OSN 4: the Junior, 0-6, 0a-5a, A, B,
& C. The parts were also as in 1961 except that the Trunnion
variants #67b,c & 68a,b,c, and the hinged parts #210-217 had
not  been introduced.  Also the main manual  was  0-4  rather
than the later 0-2 & 3-4. And unlike in 1961 the Mod.1 Gears
(#127-130a as described in OSN 7). were shown as well as the
later  ones.  In  the undated,  but  earlier  Price List  in  MCS/FB
(p3/4) only the Mod.1 Gears are listed.

The MECHANISMS SETS  The Dutch name Aandrijfdoos
translates as Drive Set and Sets A, B, & C were available. Two
manuals  are to  hand,  both  in  portrait  format,  136*213mm.
The first, Handleiding v. aandrijfdoos, was in the MCS Price List
and  has  8  pages.  It  starts  by  saying  that  the  Aandrijfdoos
(singular)  contains  the most common parts  needed to drive
your models, and it is therefore probable that at the time there
was only one set. Various simple mechanisms are shown, the
final one, right, uses the
Mod.1  Gears.  This
manual was also listed
in the 1953 List along
with  the  second,
'Handl. v. aandr. A.B.C.'
It  has  12  pages  plus
(the  missing)  covers
and  has  a
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similar opening paragraph but it refers to Aandrijfdozen, plural.
The  3  non-Gear  drives  in  the  first  booklet  are  shown  plus
numerous other mechanisms including the example in Fig.5.
Others also use the later Gears, plus Sprockets, Slotted Strips,
and the Pawl & Ratchet. Nothing is known of the contents of
A-C sets & particular sets are not mentioned in either booklet.

The PARTS  They are well made with 4.4mm holes (a few
4.3mm)  at  12.7mm  pitch.  Slots  are  7.8-8.4mm  long.  The
thread is 5⁄32" BSW. Bosses are brass, 9.9-10.1mm Ø, bore 4.1
(a few 4.2), double-tapped, with deep, MÄRKLIN-type peening.

The various parts seen are listed below, and except where
stated are MECCANO pattern (or MÄRKLIN for 'their' parts).
● Strips are 12.6-12.8mm wide,  all  with  large radius ends.
● Brackets: ● #11 (Flat Bracket, 27mm long o/a, with, unlike
its  MECCANO  counterpart,  the  slotted  hole  extended  out-
wards); ● #22 (A/B, typically 13.3*14.8mm o/a); ● #33 (D/B,
14.8mm wide o/a); ● #41 (1*2h A/B, no slotted hole); ● #69,
70 (1,2h Reversed A/Bs); ● #71 'W' Bracket, MÄRKLIN-like but
with  one end hole  slotted;  ● #73,72  (Double Bent  Strip,  &
MÄRKLIN  variant  spanning  5  holes).  ● A/Gs: all,  #23-32.
● Flat Girder: #13 (4h long). ● DAS: all, #34-38. ● Flexible
Plates: #43-45, 46-50 (3 & 5*5,7,9,11h, but not the tapered
ones). No slotted or centre holes. 0.30mm thick. All are steel,
unlike those described in OSN 26. ● Perforated Plates: #51-
53, 54-57, 60 (3*5,7,9; 5*5,7,9,11; 7*11h). No slotted holes.
● Flanged Plates: #61-66 (3,4h long Girder Brackets;  3*5h
(not  shortened as in MECCANO);  5*7h,  5*9,11h. No slotted
holes. ● Trunnions: #67,68. 5h pattern. ● Axles, 4.0mm Ø,
nickelled  with  slightly  rounded  square  ends.  ● Discs:  #80
Wheel Disc, & #82 Bush Wheel, both 37mm Ø; #82, & #83
Face  Plate,  both  62mm  Ø.  ● Semi-Circular  Plate: #84.
● Pulleys:  no face holes:  ● #85,86, solid brass, 5mm wide:
Loose,  13mm Ø;  Fast  15mm Ø.  ● #87,88,  25mm Ø:  #87
Loose, steel, red, 3½mm wide, eyelet boss. #88 Fast, brass,
4½mm  wide.  ● #88a,  steel,  red,  59mm  Ø,  8mm  wide.
● Rubber Ring #88b, for #87, white with NECOBO on one
wall, 38½mm Ø & 7mm wide when fitted.  ● Tyre #88c, for
#88a, white with NECOBO on both walls, 82mm Ø & 11½mm
wide when fitted (earlier this part was described as a Rubber
Ring).  ● Crank  Handle #89,  4.0mm Ø,  113mm long  o/a.
● Hook #90, see Fig.1, 2mm nickelled wire, 30½mm long o/a.
● Screwdriver #91, see Fig.1, 3.9mm wire, 121mm long o/a.
● N&B.  2  types  were  found:  ● 1)  brass,  with  8.0mm A/F
hexagonal machined Nuts, 2mm thick, and 6-6½ & 16mm u/h
Bolts  with  6.0mm Ø cheeseheads;  ● 2)  brassed  steel,  with
6.4mm A/F square pressed Nuts, 2mm thick, and 6½ & 16mm
u/h Bolts with 6.0mm Ø tapered cheeseheads. All the manuals
seen show the  large hexagonal  Nuts  in  the models  and  so
these were no doubt the original  pattern.  This  fits  with the
parts to hand if they were a No.4 & a No.4a, because there are
appreciably  more  of  the  hex  type  than  the  square.  The
authenticity of  both patterns is supported by the 2 types of
Spanner found in the Lot, one for the hex Nuts & one for the
squares. ● Washer #92e nickelled, 10mm o.d. ● Stelschroef
#93. Set Screw? but none found and more likely the 4mm long
nickelled Grub Screw found in many of the bosses.  ● Spring
Clip #94,  blued,  5.6mm  wide.  The
parts also included 3 wound-wire type
Clips,  similar  to  the  VOGUE  part  but
with shorter 'wings' – they grip well but
no mention has been found of this part
in  the  literature  to  hand.  ● Formed
Strip #95,  5h with  slotted end holes
(as #109), 3" radius. ● Propeller #96,
see  Fig  1  –  aluminium  including  the
boss, 100mm long o/a & 15mm wide. ●
Railings #97,98. They differ from the
MÄRKLIN  part  in  having round holes,
being  deeper  (by  5mm  to  38mm)  &

having wider (3¼mm) cross bracing. ● Flanged Sector Plate
#99.  8h  long,  no  slotted holes,  straight  ends.  ● ¼" Pitch
Strips: #106-8 (4,6,8h). ● Slotted Strips: #109 (5h with the
end holes slotted outwards); #109a (9h with centre 3 holes
slotted together).  ● Curved Strip #110, 3" radius, with end
holes  slotted  outwards.  ● Triangular Plate #116,  not
equilateral but 5h spacing possible on all sides. 8.7mm slots.
● Collar #118,  brass,  9.5mm  Ø,  7mm  long.  ● Coupling
#119, brass, 10.0mm Ø, 22mm long with end holes at 15mm
pitch. ● Joint Plates #120-123, they differ from the MÄRKLIN
pattern,  particularly  in  having  fully  rounded  corners.
● Spanners #125,  see  Fig.1.  About  70mm long,  with  the
width of the centre portion 6mm for the square version and
8mm for  the hexagonal.  ● Window #126,  with,  unlike the
MÄRKLIN part, 10*10mm square openings, & holes at 5*5cm
pitch, not 5*4cm.  ● Flanged Wheel #140, see Fig.1. Solid
brass, 27mm o.d with 23mm Ø tread.  ● Finish  All the parts
listed  under  'Brackets'  above  are  nickelled  except  the  wide
MÄRKLIN type Double Bent Strip.  The Window is silver; the
Flexible Plates & Semi-Circular Plate are a rich blue, slightly
darker than the prewar MECCANO shade; and the rigid Plates,
Disc parts, & Pulleys #87, 88a are light red, about the 1960s
MECCANO colour. However red parts in a slightly darker shade
were described in 26/778 and other examples have been seen
since. Apart from the non-ferrous parts, all the other parts are
dark green, appreciably darker than late 1920s MECCANO. The
green paint comes off rather easily,  the red is much better,
and the blue is excellent,  as good as the prewar MECCANO
Flexible Plates. Fig.7 includes a part in the 3 main colours.

REMARKS  In  its  developed form NECOBO was a quite
sophisticated  system  with  around  200  different  well  made
parts, even if a few of them might be thought something of a
luxury. In the latter category I'd put the variations on the basic
Trunnions,  the  'W'  Bracket  (has  it  ever  been  found  to  be
essential?),  the  6  Hinged Plates,  &  perhaps  the  Window.  I
almost included the Tapered Flexible Plates but they are used
to good effect in some manual models, in the tapered legs of a
Crane's tower for example. NECOBO was particularly strong in
its range of Plates but lacked any large circular parts, an inter-
mediate size of Pulley would have been useful, & more Curved
Strips  would  have  been  the  icing  on  the  cake.  Useful
MECCANO parts not included were the Rod, and Rod & Strip
Connectors,  the Compression Spring, & the cylindrical  parts.
Also the Triangular Flexible Plates and 4:1 ratio Gears which
Liverpool introduced in 1954, all far more useful than the 12
NECOBO parts introduced after 1953. And rather surprisingly
for  a  'serious'  system,  no  mention  is  made  in  the  Lists  or
Manuals  of  a  motor  to  drive  the  models.  Of  the  MÄRKLIN
inspired parts by far the most useful are the ¼" Pitch Strips.

I made Meccano's 1962 No.8 Conveyancer with the parts to
hand plus a commercial 4½v motor/gearbox & 2 extra Bush
Wheels. No real difficulty was found in adapting the design to
the NECOBO parts  but a few points of  interest  did become
apparent. The steering geometry was improved using the ¼"└└
Pitch Strips in the linkages, but there was a lot of lost motion
with Bolts running in the unusually large 4.4mm holes. The

Flat  Bracket  &  Curved  Strip  with  the
outwardly slotted end holes were often
useful  but  because  they  were  longer
than usual there were times when they
fouled the adjoining structure. This also
applied to the 5h Slotted Strip but didn't
matter so much because there was also
the  normal  version.  Possible  improve-
ments would have been slotted holes in
the ends of the Flexible Plates, and face
holes in the large Pulley & Mod.1 Gears
(I had none of the later Gears, some of
which at least were pierced).
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EDITORIAL  First, apologies for the lateness of this Issue. As
some readers will know it is because I had, unexpectedly, to
have a heart operation.

For  the  future,  I  plan  to  continue  to  produce  OSN  but
regrettably it is probable that Issues will appear when they are
ready rather than with their current, twice a year, regularity.
This for several reasons,  but mainly because changes in my
personal circumstances, quite unconnected with the operation,
will  mean that  I  will  be  unable  to spend as much  time on
hobbies as I've been able to up until now. I'll give updates as
to progress on my OSN website from time to time.

SHORTER NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.

1. Snippet.  A  NECOBO
Clockwork  Motor. Having
expressed surprise in 44/1334
that  there  were  no  NECOBO
Motors,  the  one  right  was
offered  on  Marktplaats  soon
afterwards.  No  doubt  its  one
lever would be a brake and so
it  would  be  non-reversing.
What looks like a brass Pinion
may habe been misplaced  on
the winding spindle.

A  Price  List  in  the lot  with
the  Motor  lists  Sets  0-6  plus
the Junior  outfit;  Sets 0A-5A;
and the Mechanism Sets A-C.
But there is no mention of the
Motor.

NECOBO:  S5     46/1388]

2. Guibert's  Encyclopédie. Jean-Pierre  Guibert  continues
his  good  work  in  updating  his  Encyclopédie  des  Jeux  de
Construction  métalliques,  and the  2012  version,  on  a  DVD,
runs to over 400 pages with details of some 800 systems. As
well  as new and 'new'  systems, many of  the earlier  entries
have been revised and more detail added.

The format is as before (see 43/1292) and each page can if
desired be printed off as an A4 side. It may be hard to see the
details of some images such as Illustrated Parts but all those I
tried could be easily read after using the WORD Zoom facility.
Also with WORD (though not with WORD Viewer) any image
can be copied, and then enlarged after pasting it onto a blank
page. Thus just the enlarged image can to be printed off.

The  DVD  also  includes  an  updated  Database  called  an
'Index', again with the same format as before.

All in all a very useful reference, and having some years ago
produced some Sheets to update and add to the now long
outdated MCS,  I  understand just  how much  work  has gone
into J-P's Encyclopédie.

Jean-Pierre can be contacted at jeanpierre1g@orange.fr.

Encyclopédie des Jeux de Construction 46/1388

3. 'New'  System,  ALFLEX. Urs  Flammer  wrote  of  2  sets
found in Switzerland. The models on the lid label above are
MIGNON (see 10/262) and a photo of the base tray of one of
the sets looks identical to the later MIGNON No.3 in terms of
both the parts and their layout. (The later MIGNON sets had
fairground models,  as opposed to 'Tower  Bridge'  on  the lid
label.) The manual is in French and is identical to the French
edition of the one described in OSN 10 except that the Mignon
name has been removed from the cover and the maker's name
from the back cover. In fact neither 'Mignon' nor the maker is
mentioned on the inside pages of any of the later manuals (the
ones with fairground models on the cover, see OSN 10). In
passing, details of the MIGNON manuals, as well as the sets, &
the system's history, are given in www.mignonbaukasten.de.

Although  the  two  sets  were  found  in  Switzerland  Urs
discovered  that  the  Alflex  name was registered as  a  brand
(concernant un jeux de construction) on 19 July 1947 by René
Guichard, in Paris. The registration was in the BOPI (Bulletin
officiel de la propriété industrielle) under licence No.378.421,
page 1809.

MIGNON was of course made in Germany by Gebr. Staiger
of St. Georgen and it is possible that the ALFLEX sets were a
special order imported by a retailer, perhaps French, perhaps
Swiss. But if the latter why was the Alflex name used? It is
even possible that there was a French ALFLEX system quite
unconnected to the Swiss sets.

ALFLEX:  S1            [46/1388]

4. Freundeskreis  Metallbaukasten  at  BEBRA  Model
building is alive and well in Germany – an email-based group
called  Freundeskreis Metallbaukasten (Friends of  MCS)  hold
regular meetings at Bebra, a town near the centre of Germany,
chosen to minimise travel distances.

This information from Thomas Morzinck and he included the
links below which show the models at the 2011 meeting. Feast
your eyes (there is no associated write-up).

http://www.metallbaukasten-eiermann.magix.net/meine-
alben/!/oa/6413895/

http://www.metallbaukasten-
eiermann.magix.net/album#/meine-alben/!/oa/6413895-
75780919/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q082IjIvpYc

Freundeskreis Metallbaukasten             [46/1388]
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